


CEO «Neotrade» LLC
V.V. Khilkovich:

“The success of the company is 

connected with the individual 

contribution of each employee of 

the team”

Today Neotrade is a modern dynamically 

developing transport company from the 

city of Smolensk.

We specialize in fast and high-quality 

transportation of products:

-furniture

-engineering

-Construction Materials

-clothing and shoes

-auto parts



Neotrade company was established in 2003

16 years in the transport market of Europe - Asia



Priority countries: 

-Germany,

-Netherlands

-Czech Republic

-Austria

-Belgium

-Denmark

-Kazakhstan



Since 2008, Neotrade is a full member of ASMAP Since 2014, the company received the status of the Customs 

Carrier of the Russian Federation

  

During the work, we made 4.7 thousand shipments ...and transported 153,075 tons of cargo

  



- 50 employees

100% of the fleet complies 

with the EURO-5 

environmental standard

Today the company «NeoTrade» is:

- 2 offices (Russia and Belarus) 

3 round-the-clock dispatchers

- 20 trucks (Volvo and Daf)



Our drivers speak:

- Russian

- English

- Czech

- German

- Polish

languages

9 drivers have a medal ASMAP 3 degrees 

«For trouble-free job»



In order to optimize and ensure an uninterrupted 

process of cargo transportation, the company has 

implemented a 1C-transport quality control and 

management system. We also cooperate with 

Ruptella-West LLC (transport control on the way)

Each client receives a personal manager

Delivery of goods at most - 5 days

we carry out cargo transportation from more than 

25 countries of the world



1. Many years of experience

2. Highly qualified professionals

3. Successful business and commercial reputation

4. Possibility of Control and Tracking of 

goods by the Customer 24/7

5. Flexible pricing

6. Customers confirmed cargo safety

7. Trust from the Federal 

Customs Service

OUR ADVANTAGES:





partners club:



Contacts:

Representation «NEOTRADE» llc
in the Republic of Belarus

minsk. begomlskaya st, 19 

Email: neotreyd@gmail.com

Тел: +375 33 376 42 38

WatsApp, Viber:  +375 33 376 42 38

«Neotrade» LLC

smolensk, moscow shosse st, 1

Email: neotrade2@bk.ru

tel: +7 (4812) 30-46-57;


